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Deep River's K-12 school lacks sufficient funding 
 

THE OTTAWA CITIZEN DECEMBER 7, 2009  
 

 

Re: K-12: It's a model that works, Nov. 30. 

This news article presents an incomplete story. I am a parent of an elementary child in Deep River and 
a K-12 model looks differently in our town. Our K-12 school is not two purpose-built facilities easily 
joined by a hallway such as the Ingleside situation. There is no retention of quality playgrounds and no 
guarantee of maintaining equivalent facilities. 

In our situation, we have been granted $4.8 million to retrofit a neglected secondary school to include 
304 elementary students. Our grant money specifies that it can only be used on one project, must 
include community consultation on K-6, must reduce underutilized space, and improve energy 
efficiency. Our school board gave us two options: mothball part of the secondary school or create a K-
12 facility with the suggestion that option one would lead to the imminent loss of secondary education 
in our town. I am not aware of any K-12 public school in Ontario that was retrofitted within an existing 
high school. Deep River will be a pilot project on a shoestring budget for 800 students. 

Deep River parents would like to see dedicated gym, library, lunch and computer spaces for the 
elementary students. The proposed elementary wing is at the opposite end of a large building from the 
existing facilities if we need to share. We have received no assurances that we will get new facilities, all 
ages will remain separated, or even that the current high quality of education our children receive will 
be duplicated. 

A JK-12 model is one that can work if done correctly; however, there are grave concerns that it will not 
work in Deep River on a $4.8 million budget. 

Cheryl Smith, 

Deep River 

© Copyright (c) The Ottawa Citizen 
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Experts call for end of vaccination program 
Mother Nature is doing her job, they claim, yet Canada's top doc says 
millions still at risk 

 

BY SHARON KIRKEY, CANWEST NEWS SERVICE DECEMBER 5, 2009  
 

 

With H1N1 poised to enter history as the least deadly of four global flu pandemics, some experts are 
calling for an end to Canada's mass vaccination program. 

Nature is already achieving what we would hope to achieve by vaccinating, they say. 

H1N1's "reproductive number" -- the number of people each infected person passes the virus to -- was 
above one when the epidemic began, which led to the explosive initial increase in cases. 

Now it is less than one, because many people have become immune, and each old case is making less 
than one new case. When the reproductive number falls below one, the epidemic can't sustain itself, 
and fades away. 

The drop in cases suggests Canada has hit the critical fraction of the population that needs to be 

 

 
A Chinese woman walks past a wall painted with a the face of a girl wearing a mask with H1N1 written on it in Beijing on 
November 27, 2009. China has discovered eight people with mutated versions of swine flu but drugs are still effective against 
the new strains, a senior health official told the official Xinhua news agency. 
Photograph by: AFP, AFP/Getty Images 
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vaccinated to control the pandemic, says Dr. David Fisman, a University of Toronto expert in infectious 
disease dynamics. 

Fisman can't understand the rational for continuing mass vaccinations. He said that for a virus as 
contagious as H1N1, less than 30 per cent of the population needed vaccination to reach a critical level 
of immunity. 

"I'm sure that the vaccine has prevented some deaths. I'm sure that there are people who are alive 
right now who would not have been alive if we hadn't vaccinated," he says. But the pandemic was 
already peaking, and then subsiding before the vaccination was rolling out in force. 

"That's nobody's fault, that's just how long it took to make a vaccine against a brand new virus. Those 
were the cards we were dealt," says Fisman, an associate professor of infectious diseases 
epidemiology at the university. 

Despite that view, Canada's top doctor this week pleaded with Canadians to get vaccinated if they 
have not already done so. Chief public health officer David Butler-Jones said that, while 30 per cent of 
the population is now immune to H1N1, either because they have been vaccinated or because they 
have already been infected, "millions" of people are still at risk of infection. 

Someone vaccinated today may be protected against infection two weeks from now, "if there is still 
enough of (H1N1) kicking around," Fisman says. But the benefit diminishes the further into the future 
we go, and he says other public health programs have suffered as staff and resources were redeployed 
to the H1N1 campaign. In some jurisdictions, breastfeeding support programs, sexually transmitted 
disease clinics and other usual activities were cancelled or postponed as public health was forced to 
bear the brunt of delivering the largest immunization program in Canada's history. 

"At this point, in terms of saying everybody must get vaccinated because there is a pandemic abroad, 
it's kind of done," Fisman says. 

H1N1 will likely fade away with a death rate lower than that for regular seasonal flu. 

When the World Health Organization declared the pandemic in June, officials warned the rogue virus 
threatened all of humanity. The reality is so far proving strikingly different from what was expected. 

The world agency, and Canada, had done their pandemic planning with a different flu virus in mind. 
They spent five years watching H5N1, or "bird flu," which kills up to 60 per cent of those it infects. 

We got off lucky when the real pandemic hit, WHO says, but the public doesn't always understand that.

"Adjusting public perceptions to suit a far less lethal virus has been problematic," WHO said in a 
statement Thursday, issued in response to media reports that ties with the drug industry among expert 
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advisers may have influenced WHO's policy decisions related to H1N1. 

"Given the discrepancy between what was expected and what has happened, a search for ulterior 
motives on the part of WHO and its scientific advisers is understandable, though without justification. 

"WHO has consistently assessed the impact of the current influenza pandemic as moderate. WHO has 
consistently reminded the medical community, public and the media that the overwhelming majority of 
patients experience mild influenza-like illness and recover fully within a week, even without any form of 
medical treatment." But some critics say WHO set itself up for blame. 

"They had been talking for years about the possibility of some kind of reprise of the 1918 pandemic," 
says Philip Alcabes, author of Dread: How Fear and Fantasy Have Fueled Epidemics from the Black 
Death to the Avian Flu. "A huge amount of money and person power was devoted to preparing" for the 
next outbreak, he says. 

But, "there was never any evidence, not from Day 1, and not anytime since, that this strain of flu was 
going to be a particularly dangerous strain, either in terms of its capacity to make people sick or its 
capacity to kill people," says Alcabes, associate professor in urban public health at Hunter College's 
School of Health Sciences in the City University of New York. 

© Copyright (c) The Ottawa Citizen 
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La Cité gets $6.2M boost for health-care courses 
 

THE OTTAWA CITIZEN DECEMBER 5, 2009  
 

 

La Cité collégiale is to get a $6.2-million infusion to help fund its health-care courses. The cash will help 
graduates of the Ottawa French-language college's health sciences courses swell the ranks of health 
workers able to serve francophone communities, Health Canada officials said. Conservative MP Pierre 
Lemieux made the announcement Thursday. The money comes from a $174.3-million federal fund 
intended to promote French- and English-speaking minority health initiatives. La Cité is a member of 
the Consortium national de formation en santé, an organization of 11 francophone post-secondary 
institutions outside of Quebec that offer health-care courses in French. 

© Copyright (c) The Ottawa Citizen 
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The Montreal Massacre casts long shadow 
The École Polytechnique killings is 20 years behind us, and female 
enrolment in engineering continues to slip, reports Joanne Laucius. A 
professor has written a book about the drop, which continues to 
puzzle experts today. 

 

BY JOANNE LAUCIUS, THE OTTAWA CITIZEN DECEMBER 5, 2009  
 

 

Twenty years ago Sunday, Marc Lépine entered the engineering school in Montreal's École 
Polytechnique with a semi-automatic rifle and gunned down female students, claiming he was "fighting 
feminism." 

Lépine's rampage lasted less than 20 minutes. By the time Lépine turned the gun on himself, he had 
killed 14 women and injured 10 more women and four men. 

"It was like a death in my family," recalls Monique Frize, an engineering professor at Carleton 
University and the University of Ottawa. "A lot of woman engineers feel that way." 

Only seven days after the Montreal Massacre, Frize attended the funeral services for the victims at the 

 

 
Monique Frize was Nortel-NSERC Women in Engineering Chair during the Montreal Massacre in 1989. She has written a book 
about women seeking careers in science and engineering, a topic that continues to puzzle people in the field around the world. 
Female enrolment in science and engineering has shrunk in recent years. 
Photograph by: Bruno Schlumberger, The Ottawa Citizen 
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Notre Dame Basilica as the newly appointed Nortel-NSERC Women in Engineering Chair. Her job was 
to explore why so few women chose to become engineers. Two decades later, it's still a puzzle why 
women's enrolment in engineering has not only stopped growing, it has shrunk. 

At Carleton and the University of Ottawa, the proportion of women in engineering doubled from 12 per 
cent to 24 per cent between 1996 and 2000. But in 2003, that started to slip. Women's enrolment 
dipped by three per cent a year for three years. It currently stands at about 17 per cent. The pattern is 
similar all over the world. Meanwhile, the women who are in engineering do well -- there are 
proportionately more female students on deans' lists than numbers would suggest. 

"One step forward, one step back," observes Frize, who came from a family of artists and writers and 
became the first Canadian woman to graduate in electrical engineering at the University of Ottawa. 

It's hard to explain why. 

Girls are doing just as well as boys in high-school mathematics -- although they more commonly 
complain of math phobia than boys -- and there are more women than men in universities in almost 
every subject. The math and science curriculum has become more female-friendly in high school and in 
university. 

Still, girls see engineering as men working with machines, not with people, says Frize. Even though "I 
work with doctors. I work with my students. My life is about people." 

Natalie Lavasseur was an engineering student at Montreal's Concordia University at the time of the 
massacre. She dropped engineering a short time later and got a psychology degree, returning to 
engineering three years ago. 

The first time around, as one of the few women in the class, Lavasseur felt like "an oddball." 

Now 46 and in her third year of electrical engineering at Carleton, the only thing that makes her 
different from most students is her age, she says. Lavasseur credits playing hockey with men with 
pushing her back to engineering: "It's a different game than what women play. You can't really be part 
of their group." 

Most women now studying engineering were either very young or not yet born in 1989 when Lépine 
turned his gun against female engineering students. 

Saphia Dixon, a first-year electrical engineering student, got interested in engineering because she 
liked to build things with her father and started taking technology classes in high school. 

Of the 300 students in her introduction to engineering class, about 40 are women, and in there is at 
least one other woman in every one of her classes. 
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That doesn't matter to her. 

"If I'm doing a subject it isn't about being a female or a male." 

Lara Rahal, who is now doing a PhD in biomedical engineering, developed a biomedical jacket that 
delivered long-distance hugs from remote users for patients who spend time away from their families. 

She has also worked in outreach to encourage girls to consider engineering. 

"The first thing they often tell me is 'I'm not good at math'.'' 

Rahal's father was a civil engineer and encouraged her and her twin sister to become engineers. 

"I never had a negative experience. I never felt uncomfortable," she says. 

Frize recalls the advice she got from the renowned research physicist Ursula Franklin, herself an 
advocate for science education for girls, just after the massacre. 

"She said, 'It's more than just numbers.' She made me realize it's not just emulating men. Make sure 
women are in, not just because of numbers, but because of what they can contribute." 

Frize has just released a book, The Bold and The Brave, about the history of women in science and 
engineering, and is brushing up on her Italian to go through historical records of women who pushed 
the boundaries of physics, mathematics and medicine in Bologna during the Enlightenment. 

She does not believe the Montreal massacre was the act of one isolated, crazy man. "It is the 
extension of violence to women," she says. 

On Tuesday, Frise will introduce Design Tomorrow's World, an engineering event for girls in grades 7 
to 10, with a moment of silence for the 14 women who died at École Polytechnique. 

"We must never forget," she says. 

Then, the organizers will get down to business. The girls will design electromagnets and robotic arms 
and play DNA detective. 

"We show them how much fun it is," says Frize. "Many of them swear they'll take math and science 
next year." 

- - - 

Day of Remembrance 
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Sunday is the National Day of Remembrance and Action on Violence against Women. The Women's 
Events Network will hold the 20th anniversary memorial vigil of the Montreal Massacre at 6 p.m. at the 
Women's Monument in Minto Park at the corner of Elgin and Gilmour streets, followed by an 
ecumenical gathering at the First United & All Saints Westboro Church located at 347 Richmond Rd. 

© Copyright (c) The Ottawa Citizen 
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United Way nets $30M worth of goodwill 
$31.7-million target not reached despite campaign's record success 
 

BY TONY LOFARO, THE OTTAWA CITIZEN DECEMBER 5, 2009  
 

 

Despite the tough economic times, the United Way campaign has raised more than $30 million for the 
first time in its history. And there are predictions it will go higher. 

At the touchdown Wednesday, campaign officials announced it had raised $30.7 million. 

While this was a million dollars short of the $31.7 million 2009 campaign goal, officials are confident 
this year's target will be reached by the Dec. 31 deadline. 

"It's actually very much the practice to have set a goal that requires us to go beyond our achievement 
date," said United Way president Michael Allen. 

"For us, just under a million dollars left to raise is certainly something that we won't take for granted and 
we have work to do," said Allen,. 

He added that past campaigns had larger shortfalls to overcome. 

 

 
uwBRU_0336.jpg 
Photograph by: Bruno Schlumberger, The Ottawa Citizen 
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Allen said in his time with the United Way only in 2004 did the campaign fail to reach its goal after 
touchdown. He said a public service strike that year and local charitable efforts directed to victims of 
the southeast Asian tsunami were likely factors that contributed to the campaign shortfall. 

The campaign ends Dec. 31 so the push is on to reach the final goal, he said. 

"We realize the last million dollars is the hardest to get," he said. 

"But there is some momentum that is carrying on from the campaign. 

"A lot of campaigns haven't finished and, in fact, there are a few campaigns that haven't even launched 
yet because of their own cycles and own business demands," he said. 

Allen said he's also counting on contributions from many people who wait until the end of the year to 
determine their finances relative to their tax situation. 

He said it is vital the campaign achieves its goal because a recent survey of 100 community agencies 
that benefit from the United Way indicated that demand for their services has increased while funding 
for those organizations has barely kept pace. 

© Copyright (c) The Ottawa Citizen 
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High schools give boost to area youth 
 

THE OTTAWA CITIZEN DECEMBER 5, 2009  
 

 

A brand new youth services program at Rideau and Ridgemont high schools has been launched by the 
Boys and Girls Club of Ottawa. 

The Urban and Priority High School initiative will focus on social and recreational programming, as well 
as academic and career development. 

Jerrett DeFazio, director of programs with the Boys and Girls Club, stressed the program will not be 
exclusive to students from the two high schools. It will welcome anyone from the surrounding area and 
neighbouring schools who want to get involved. 

The initiative offers free access to homework help, leadership activities, sports and recreation, 
advanced arts, and academic scholarships. It also offers help finding jobs and with building a résumé. 

The services are provided in partnership with the Ottawa-Carleton District School Board, the South-
East Ottawa Community Health Centre and the Ministry of Education. 

© Copyright (c) The Ottawa Citizen 
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Hospital workers flock to get H1N1 shot 
Vaccination rate ranged from 60 to 80 per cent citywide 
 

BY PAULINE TAM, THE OTTAWA CITIZEN DECEMBER 6, 2009  
 

 

OTTAWA — As many as 80 per cent of Ottawa's 20,000 hospital workers have rolled up their sleeves 
for the H1N1 flu vaccine -- an unprecedented increase from the 50 per cent who usually get the 
seasonal flu shot every year. 

"The uptake has been very, very good," said Thomas Hayes, who chairs a citywide committee of 
emergency planners from hospitals, nursing homes and other health-care providers. "It's where we 
wanted to be." 

At The Ottawa Hospital, the region's largest health-care provider, more than 9,000 employees, or about 
70 per cent of all staff, got the pandemic flu shot. 

Vaccination rates at the Children's Hospital of Eastern Ontario, Queensway Carleton Hospital, Montfort 
Hospital and Royal Ottawa Mental Health Centre ranged from 60 to 80 per cent. 

 

 
Kathy Vasquez, left, a patient scheduling clerk at the Queensway Carleton Hospital, received her H1N1 vaccination froim nurse 
Kelly Russell. As many as 80 per cent of hospital workers in Ottawa have received the vaccine, up forom the 50 per cent who 
generally get the seasonal shot. 
Photograph by: Mike Carroccetto, The Ottawa Citizen 
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Hayes, who's also The Ottawa Hospital's director of occupational health, attributed the large turnout to 
aggressive hospital campaigns to encourage staff immunization and efficiently run workplace 
vaccination clinics. He also suggested anxiety about H1N1 prompted health-care workers to get 
vaccinated. 

"I think people were more concerned about H1N1 than they were about seasonal flu," said Hayes. 
"Most of the cases turned out to be mild, but people were seeing some of the cases of severe illness 
right in their hospitals. Maybe a lot of people had their eyes opened to how serious the flu is." 

Hayes said the high vaccination rates likely helped keep absentee rates low among hospital workers -- 
the cornerstone of a plan to not only protect patients, but also keep hospitals and clinics running. After 
all, if doctors, nurses and other health-care workers had fallen sick at the peak of a pandemic, the 
entire system would have been hobbled. 

Instead, hundreds of vaccinated hospital workers went on to volunteer their weekends to immunize 
each other and the general public, taking some of the pressure off the city-run vaccination clinics. 

At the peak of the H1N1 outbreak in late October and early November, up to 55 employees at The 
Ottawa Hospital were off work on any given day because of flu-like illness, said Hayes. 

"It was certainly noticeable, but it was nowhere near the 30-per-cent rates that we had planned for in a 
serious pandemic." 

Hayes acknowledged that with the seasonal flu vaccine starting to be rolled out this week, the 
challenge for hospitals is to persuade enough employees to roll up their sleeves a second time. 

"This year was a bit of a breakthrough so we want to try to translate that into interest for the seasonal 
flu vaccine as well." 

Depending on how many doses are delivered to the city's hospitals, seasonal flu vaccinations for staff 
could start as early as next week, said Hayes. 

Despite persistent campaigns by hospitals to improve their staff vaccination rates, the proportion of 
Ottawa health-care workers who get flu shots has stayed stubbornly around 50 per cent. 

In contrast, said Hayes, staff who work at the city's long-term care facilities, home to those at greatest 
risk from seasonal flu, have traditionally had vaccination rates of between 80 and 100 per cent. "It's 
really the hospitals where we needed to see some improvement and this year, we did." 

© Copyright (c) The Ottawa Citizen 
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A gift guide for the book-loving youngsters on your 
list 
 

BY SHERIE POSESORSKI, CANWEST NEWS SERVICE; WITH FILES BY PENNY DRAPER DECEMBER 6, 2009  
 

 

To add to the holiday gift guide we presented last week, here are more books guaranteed to enthral the 
youngsters on your gift list, from pre-schoolers to teens. 

FOR TODDLERS AND YOUNG READERS 

Stick Man 

By Julia Donaldson, 

illustrated by Axel Scheffler 

Scholastic; 32 pp.; $19.99) 

n Our poor hero, a brown twig, is separated from his family when a dog snatches him. After facing 
other indignities, he helps free Santa from a chimney. Santa returns Stick Man to his family on 

 

 
Islay Hicks, 2, seated with kid brother Angus, can't wait to read the book that her mother bought at a children's book fair. 
Photograph by: Lorraine Hjalte, Canwest News Service 
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Christmas Day. 

Pierre Le Poof 

By Andrea Beck 

Orca; $19.95 

- Miss Murphy wants her poodle to win the championship at the dog show -- which means plenty of 
grooming. So Pierre makes a bid for freedom. But he gets cold, hungry and misses his owner. 

Charles Dickens: A Christmas Carol 

Illustrated by Brett Helquist 

HarperCollins; $23.99 

- A masterful abridgement that captures the essence of Dickens' classic story in spectacular 
illustrations by Helquist (the illustrator behind the Lemony Snicket books). 

Fly Catcher Boy 

By Rebecca Kool 

illustrated by David Namisato 

Gumboot Books, $13.86 

- For the picture book crowd, this has a strong multicultural element. Written in English with Japanese 
words and expressions, it tells of Kenji, a little boy who is afraid of thunder. 

A Mountain Alphabet 

By Margriet Ruurs 

illustrated by Andrew Kiss 

Tundra Books, $9.99 

- In this wonderful read-together book. Ruurs' alliterative prose is just the start of the fun. On each page 
Kiss has hidden a letter in the artwork, as well as objects starting with that letter. Luckily for parents, 
there is a list of all the things waiting to be discovered at the back of the book. 
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Bubble Homes and Fish Farts 

By Fiona Bayrock 

Charlesbridge, $20.95 

n Gone are the days of boring science books. Information books (the ones we used to call non-fiction) 
make learning fun. Check out this book. It turns out the fish are not being rude -- they're talking to each 
other. Each whimsical page shows a creature that uses bubbles for everything from catching fish to 
playing basketball. A short Amazing Fact section at the end ties in the science. 

A Christmas to Remember 

Edited by Julie Lawson 

Scholastic, $14.99 

- Part of the Dear Canada series, this anthology of Christmas stories by some of Canada's top writers 
is a delightful family read-aloud. Lawson's story, When War Hits Home, will spark conversations with 
grandparents who remember those times. 

FICTION FOR TWEENS 

Walking Backward 

By Catherine Austen 

Orca; $9.95 

- When Josh's mother dies in a car crash, a psychiatrist advises the 12-year-old to keep a journal. His 
journal entries are a humorous, perceptive record of his family's grieving and his own. 

Odd and the Frost Giants 

By Neil Gaiman 

HarperCollins; $14.99 

- A darkly humorous fantasy by the award-winning novelist. Young Odd's run of bad luck changes after 
he vows to help three Norse gods who have been transformed into a fox, bear and eagle by the Frost 
Giants, and free Asgard, the city of the Gods, which the Giants have conquered. 

The Sweetness at the Bottom of the Pie 
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By Alan Bradley 

Doubleday; $25 

n Precocious 11-year-old Flavia de Luce is intrigued when a man dies in the cucumber patch on her 
father's estate in rural Britain. Lots of idiosyncratic characters fill the cast. Vancouver's Bradley had the 
year's surprise bestseller for this debut novel and there are more to come. A witty, very original 
mystery. 

Rex Zero, The Great Pretender 

By Tim Wynne-Jones 

Groundwood; $12.95 

Addison Addley and the Trick of the Eye 

By Melody Defields McMillan 

Orca; $7.95 

- The latest instalments in these sharply funny, engaging series featuring two irrepressible, extremely 
likable characters: Rex and Addison each struggle with moving troubles. For Rex, in Ottawa circa 1963, 
it means stealing money from his mother's purse for bus fare to secretly continue attending school in 
his old neighbourhood. For Addison, it means catching the culprit breaking into houses in his 
neighbourhood, so his mother doesn't sell the house and move to a new development. 

The Incredibly Ordinary Danny Chandelier 

By Laura Trunkey, Annick Press, $9.95 

- We all want to feel special, but what if we're just ordinary? Danny is sent to a special school where 
kids with modest abilities and average intellect can succeed in becoming mediocre. But Danny finds 
that he and his fellow students are not the least bit ordinary. With strong characterizations, ridiculous 
villains and a little magic, Trunkey opens a discussion about what "special" really means. 

TEEN FICTION 

Vanishing Girl: The Boy Sherlock Holmes (His Third Case) 

By Shane Peacock, Tundra; $21.99 
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- The first two books in this splendid series won a shelf-full of awards. Peacock's adolescent Sherlock 
is complex, intuitive and fascinating. As much a Bildungsroman as a detective yarn, Sherlock tracks 
down an aristocratic young woman gone missing twice, in the belief this may be the case that will make 
his reputation. 

Marcelo in the Real World 

By Francisco X. Stork 

Scholastic; $19.99 

- Marcelo's father wants to toughen him up and insists that Marcelo, who has Asperger's Syndrome, 
work in his law office over the summer. He discovers that his father may be covering up the culpability 
of the firm's largest client in a class-action suit involving defective car windshields. A lyrical, ethically 
complex story. 

Catching Fire: Hunger Game Series 2 

By Suzanne Collins 

Scholastic; $21.99 

- Katniss Everedeen, the heroine of Collins's praised dystopian science-fiction series, has, against all 
odds, won the hunger games -- a gladiator-type show in which contestants battle to the death for food 
and safety for themselves and their families. Now she is compelled to go on a victory tour -- a tour that, 
to the totalitarian rulers' dismay -- sparks rebellion. 

Salt: The Salt Trilogy, Vol. 1 

By Maurice Gee 

Orca; $18 

- The dystopian colonial state grittily captured by the acclaimed New Zealand author is run by the fair-
skinned members of the colonial Company; the dark-skinned residents are the underclass, forced to 
work to their deaths in the deep salt mines. A wily psychic protagonist vows to rescue his father from 
that fate. 

Raven Summer 

By David Almond 
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Random House; $21 

- The brutal life of a child soldier is explored in British author David Almond's latest YA novel. Set in 
Northumberland, it is the story of the uneasy friendship between Liam and Oliver, who claims to be a 
Liberian refugee but turns out to have been a child soldier. 

When the Snow Fell 

By Henning Mankiel, 

translated by Laurie Thompson 

Random House; $17.99 

- The sensitivity and psychological acuity, teamed with the rich portrait of Swedish society, that make 
Mankiel's Wallender mystery series so gripping, equally distinguish his coming-of-age series set in 
1950s Sweden, featuring Joel Gustafson. 

Haunted 

By Barbara Haworth-Attard 

HarperCollins; $17.99 

- Like her midwife grandmother, 14-year-old Dee has the "sight" -- the ability to see the dead -- and she 
views it as much a burden as a gift. A rural community, already stricken by the loss of many loved ones 
in the First World War, faces more loss when two teenage girls are murdered. When her Gran 
becomes a suspect, Dee uses her ability to help find the real murderer. 

Lips Touch: Three Times 

By Laini Taylor, 

illustrated by Jim Di Bartolo 

Scholastic; $22.99 

- Nominated for a U.S. National Book Award, these three novellas turn on the life-transforming 
consequences of a kiss (supernatural and romantic) for three women. Inspired by Christina Rossetti's 
Goblin's Market. 

The Awakening 
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By Kelly Armstrong 

Doubleday; $16.95 

- For the teenager on your list who needs a regular vampire fix, this second horror/supernatural novel in 
Armstrong's The Darkest Power series is the book to buy. Chloe Saunders not only sees ghosts but 
can raise the dead. Thinking she's schizophrenic, her parents send her to a group home for treatment, 
where she meets a sorcerer, werewolf and witch. 

Feral 

By Bev Cooke 

Orca Books, $9.95 

- Told from the point of view of a feral cat, this thoughtful story distils life to its most basic elements -- 
hunger, thirst, survival, fear and love. Little Cat's territory is a subway station. She has a safe hidey-
hole and knows when to avoid the two-legs that invade her space. So when a gang war explodes into 
violence in her territory, Little Cat has a unique perspective on the action. You don't have to be a cat 
lover to feel engaged with her fight. 

Inferno 

By Robin Stevenson 

Orca Books, $12.95 

- Sixteen-year-old Emily feels lonely, displaced and in need of direction. So she changes her name and 
her friends and sets out to change attitudes. But Emily/Dante finds that change sometimes can be 
dangerous. 

Razor's Edge 

By Nikki Tate 

Orca books, $9.95 

n This new offering in the popular Orca Sports series. Nikki Tate's Razor's Edge will have readers 
wondering just who is cutting off the tails of the horses at Blackdown Park. 

TWEEN AND TEEN 
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NON-FICTION 

Lights on Broadway: A Theatrical Tour from A to Z 

By Harriet Ziefert 

Blue Apple Books, $23.99 

- Just the book for budding actors and theatre-lovers. Lively alphabetized entries on all things 
theatrical, including quotes from actors and playwrights, plus lots of fun facts. 

Hoaxed! Fakes & Mistakes in the World of Science 

By the Editors of Yes Magazine 

Kids Can Press; $17.95 

n Seventeen scientific hoaxes and mistakes are described with the verve and excitement of scientific 
detective stories. 

A Thousand Years of Pirates 

By William Gilkerson; Tundra, $35.99 

- This is an enthralling history of pirates, from Vikings to the present, illustrated by Governor-General-
award-winning author Gilkerson. 

Charlie: A Home Child's Life in Canada 

By Beryl Young; Key Porter; $19.95 

- A tribute to Young's father, one of the 90,000 British children, often from impoverished families or 
orphaned, who came to Canada as indentured labour. Charlie immigrated to Canada at 14 in 1911, 
working as a farm labourer, then fought in the First World War and later joined the RCMP. 

Genius of Common Sense: Jane Jacobs and the Story of the Death and Life of Great American Cities 

By Glenna Lang and Marjory Wunsch 

David A. Godine; $22.95 

- An engaging biography of the influential activist, and how she came to write her seminal book on 
urban planning and renewal. 
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Simon Says Gold 

By Simon Whitfield with Cleve Dheensaw 

Orca; $14 

- A personable memoir by Canada's first triathlon Olympic champion in the 2000 summer games in 
Sydney. 

The Boy Who Invented TV: The Story of Philo Farnsworth 

By Kathleen Krull, Random House; $21 

- The plow patterns in an Idaho potato field inspired 14-year-old inventor Philo Farnsworth, leading him 
eight years later to develop a transmission system for television images. The first person to be 
televised in 1927 was his adored wife, Pem. 
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